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NGCP Vision

The vision of the National Girls Collaborative Project is to support and create STEM experiences that are as diverse as the world we live in.
Our Goals
Connect + Create + Collaborate

1. Build and sustain a network of advocates to provide equitable and inclusive STEM opportunities.

2. Catalyze equity in STEM from research to practice by providing actionable knowledge that transforms the STEM experience.

3. Increase our collective impact by strengthening organizational effectiveness and enhancing our fiscal sustainability.
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NGCP Activities

• Network Partnerships
• IF/THEN Collection
• State Leadership Teams
• Youth Advisory Board
National Webinars

• Offered monthly on topics to help our networks grow and thrive
• Speakers include educators, researchers, authors, and diverse STEM professionals
• Sign up: https://www.ngcproject.org/events-announcements

"I have gotten more out of this than the dozens of other presentations I have attended this summer."

"I found this useful and enjoyable."

"I really like all the resources placed in the chat that I can go and flip through to find what is most helpful to my organization"
NGCP Newsletter

- National in-person and online events
- STEM resources for engaging girls and youth, professional development opportunities for educators, and opportunities for youth
- Research and reports related to STEM and equity, informal STEM education and learning
- NGCP updates and events, including webinars, knowledge products, and tools
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